Linear passive systems with complementarity conditions (as an application, one may consider linear passive networks with ideal diodes) are studied. For these systems contained in the linear complementarity class of hybrid systems, existence and uniqueness of solutions are established. Moreover, the nature of the solutions is characterized. In particular, it is shown that derivatives of Dirac impulses cannot occur and Dirac impulses and jumps in the state variable can only occur at t = 0. These facts reduce the 'complexity' of the solution in a sense. Finally, we give an explicit characterization of the set of initial states from which no Dirac impulses or discontinuities in the state variable occur. This set of 'regular states' turns out to be invariant under the dynamics.
Introduction
Nowadays switches like thyristors and diodes are used in electrical networks for a great variety of applications in both power engineering and signal processing. For the analysis and simulation of the transient behaviour of such networks the switches are often modelled ideally [ 14, 7, 9] . It is wellknown that ideal modelling causes the network model to be of mixed discrete and continuous nature. In particular, the circuit evolves through multiple topologies (modes) depending on the (discrete) states of the diodes. The mode transitions are triggered by inequalities and may result in discontinuities and Dirac impulses in the network's variables, see e.g.
[ 11, 9, 7, 141 . From this point of view these switched electrical circuits can be seen as hybridsystems [8] .
In this paper we consider linear passive networks with ideal diodes, which are studied in the framework of linear complementarity systems LCS [13, 6, 12, 3, 51. LCS can be seen as dynamical extensions of the linear complementarity problem of mathematical programming [ 11. Starting from this background, the main objectives of the paper are the following. (i) Define a mathematically precise solution concept for linear passive networks with diodes.
(ii) Prove (global) existence and uniqueness of solutions (well-posedness). (iii) Establish regularity properties of the solutions. In particular, it will be rigorously proven that derivatives of Dirac impulses do not occur (even for inconsistent initial states) and Dirac impulses occur only at the initial time. Moreover, it will turn out that the set of switching times is a rightisolated set, meaning that for all time instants there exists a positive length time interval in which the diodes do not change their state. This excludes a certain type of accumulation of event times (Zenoness). and index sets J ii, the submatrix A J K of A is defined as the matrix whose entries lie in the rows of A indexed by J and the columns indexed by K. If J = ii, we denote the submatrix A J K also by A.K. Similarly, if K = It, we write A J . for the submatrix A J K . 1 denotes the identity matrix of any dimension. As usual, we say that a triple (A, B, C) is minimal, when (A, B) is controllable and (C, A) is observable.
For any proposition P(a) depending on the parameter a, we say that '€'(a) holds for all sufficiently large (T,' if there exists a (TO E R such that P(a) holds for all a =-(TO.
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Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some definitions and results that are needed in the sequel.
Linear complementarity problem
First, we define the linear complementarity problem.
Problem 2.1 (Linear

Complementarity
Problem)
L C P ( q , M ) :
Given q E R" and M E WnX" find
For an extensive survey on LCP, we refer to [ 11. The solution set of L C P ( q , M) will be denoted by S O L ( q , M). The comulete suecification of the solution conceDt for lin-
Passive systems
passivity in order to be self-contained.
Next, we recall the definition and the characterization of Definition 2.3 [15] Consider a system ( A , B, C , D ) described by the equations 
( 1 ) (2) to The above inequality is called the dissipation inequality. Next, we state a well-known theorem on passive systems which is sometimes called the positive real lemma. 
I E C with nonnegative real parts.
ear complementar-ity systems can be found in [3] . ?o define such a general concept, it is natural to employ the distributional theory, since the abrupt changes in the trajectories can be adequately modelled by impulses. We illustrate this by the following 'standard' example of complementarity systems. 
is a solution on [0, n ] in the sense of [3] with an impulsive force at time t = 5. Note that the Dirac pulse corresponds to the collision of the left cart to the stop with nonzero velocity.
Linear complementarity systems
In this section, we shall briefly review linear complementarity systems. For a detailed treatment, see [ 12, 13, 3, 5] .
The linear complementarity system LCS(A, B , C, D ) is given by the system of differentiallalgebraic equations and inequalities 
In this example, we saw that Dirac impulses can occur at a time instant r > 0. However, as we shall see below, 0 5 U I y 2 0, (3c) the passivity assumption limits the occurrence of impulses. Motivated by this fact, we shall give another solution concept for (3) instead of using the one described in [3] . To do so, we need to recall the definition of a Bohl distribution and an initial solution.
Definition 3.2 We call
We call uimp the impulsive part of u and U,, the regufar part of U . The space of all Bohl distributions is &noted by S i m p .
For any Bohl distribution U , the leading coefficient of its impulsive part is defined as lead(u) = 0, if uimp = 0, and definedas lead(u) = U-', if U i m p = u-'CT~)+U-'+~S('-')+ 0
Given U E S i m p , we say that U + 0 (initially nonnega-. . ~ + uo6f) with U-' # 0. The solution concept of definition 3.5 is more restrictive (in the sense that it does only allow Dirac impulses (and its derivatives) supported at t = 0) than the one defined in [3] . To illustrate this, the mechanical system considered in example 3.1 has no solution on (0, n) for the given initial state in the sense of definition 3.5, but does have a solution in the sense of (31, which is based on concatenation of initial solutions.
Initial solutions play an important role for LCS and can be characterized by the solutions of a generalization of the linear complementarity problem called the Rational Complementarity Problem [ 5 ] .
Problem 3.6 R C P ( q ( s ) , M ( s ) )
Existence and uniqueness of the solutions of the R C P are studied in [5] and necessary and sufficient conditions are presented in terms of a series of L C P s . To be complete, we recall the relation between R C P and initial solutions.
large U E R. In contrast with example 3.8 (a), the solution of the R C P is not strictly proper in (6) . Strict properness of the solution means that there exists a smooth continuation with the given initial condition. Indeed, smooth continuation is possible for the initial state given in (a), but not for the initial state given in (6). Explicit characterization of the initial states from which smooth continuation is of particular interest. In the most general case, it seems difficult to achieve this. However, by utilizing the passivity of the system, we shall be able to establish such a characterization in the next section.
The following lemma justifies the use of Bohl functions for linear passive complementarity systems. For an index set I C k, IC denotes the set {i E k I i that ( A , B , C , D ) ispassive, ( A , B , C ) is minimal and B has full column rank. Then, for each I 1 there exists an F' E R"' " such that i = F'x for any 
Lemma 3.9 Assume
lot1
holds for all to and tl with tl 2 to. By construction, it holds that U T ( t ) j ( t ) = 0 for all t. Applying this and X(t0) = 0 (note that a > 0), to (4) yields (by letting to tend to -m) for all t i . Hence, due to K =-0, X(t) = 0 for all t and thus BU = B.lu(a) = 0. Since B has full column rank, u(a) = 0. This is a contradiction. satisfies the system equations for all a E P with al -A nonsingular. It follows from passivity that there exists a K > 0 such that for all r I and to with tl to Finally, positive definiteness of K and the full column rank of B imply uo = 0, i.e., uxo(s) is strictly proper.
XT(tl)KX(tl) -XT(ro)K2(ro) 5
UT(t)j(t)dr
( d )
This has already been shown in the proof of (c).
U
Due to the one-to-one relation between initial solutions and solutions to RC P via the Laplace transform, the properness of solutions to the R C P implies that initial solutions can only have an impulsive part consisting of the Dirac distribution (and not its derivatives, i.e. u , ,~ = uoS). Hence, in linear passive electrical networks with ideal diodes derivatives of Dirac impulses do not occur. This fact is widely believed true, but the authors are not aware of any rigorous proof. The framework proposed here makes it possible to prove this intuition.
Definition 4.3 A state xo is called regular for  LCS(A, B, C. D ) , if the corresponding initial solution is smooth (i.e. has a zero impulsive part). The collection of regular states is denoted by 3.
Since strictly proper RC P-solutions correspond to smooth initial solutions of LCS, statement c in Theorem 4.2 gives a characterization of the regular states: xo E R if and only if Cxo E Q* with Q = SOL(0, 0 ) . As we shall see, this characterization plays a key role in the proof of global existence of solutions as the set of such initial states will be proven to be invariant under the dynamics.
According it is possible after one re-initialization (jump) of the state variable. Indeed, if the impulsive part of the (unique) initial solution is equal to uoS, the state after re-initialization is equal to xo + Buo [2, 31. Since C(x0 + Buo) E Q*. it follows from statement (c) that xo + Buo E R. Hence Proof Exisfence: The construction of a solution will be based on concatenation of initial solutions. Since after at most one jump of the state variable the state x(O+) = xo + Buo is contained in R, a solution (U. x. y) exists on (0, r l ) for some TI > 0 as argued before. Note that x(O+) E R and that (U, x, y) is part of a smooth initial solution with initial statex(O+). Since t -P ( U , x , y ) ( t + p ) forms a smooth initial solution for any p E (0, E ) , we have that x ( p ) E d for all p E (0, E ) . Since ( U , x, y ) is a Bohl function, the limit lim,?, x ( t ) = X ( E ) exists. The closedness of R (due to the closedness of Q*) implies that X ( E ) E 3. Hence, there exists a smooth continuation (a smooth initial solution) from X ( E ) that defines a solution on (0, z2) with r2 > TI. This construction can be repeated as long as the limit lim/t, x ( t ) exists, where (0, t) is the time-interval on which a solution has been generated so far. A reason that a global solution (on (0, T ) ) does not exist can be that the intervals of continuation [ti, q + l ) are getting smaller and smaller such that limi+oo t i = T* c T and limttrt x(r) does not exist. To complete the proof we will show the existence of the latter limit in all circumstances.
Suppose the maximal interval on which a solution (U, n, y ) can be defined is [0, r*), t* < T . According to Lemma 3.9 there is at most exponential growth (f = FIX) between mode changes. Since x is continuous on (0, r*), this implies that x is bounded (say Ilx(t)ll 5 M for all t E (0, r*)). On an interval (s, t) E (0, t*) where (U. x. y ) is governed by the dynamics f = FIX of mode I , the following estimate holds
Note that the matrix function t --* is bounded (by c~) on (0, r*). Hence, for (s, t) C (0, r*) with x possibly evolving through several modes we get from (21) that This implies that x is Lipschitz continuous on (0, t*) and thus also uniformly continuous. A standard result in mathematical analysis [lo, ex. 4.131 states that x* := limtts* x ( t ) exists. From the constructionaboveitcan bederivedthatx(t) E .!Rforallt E (0, r*) and hence, x* E R (due to closedness of R ) , which implies that smooth continuation is possible (local existence) from x* beyond t*. This contradicts the definition of r*. Hence, existence of a solution on (0, T ) is guaranteed. Uniqueness: Suppose that two solutions (U, x, y ) and (U', x', y') exist in the sense of Definition 3.5 for initial state xo. Since there exists exactly one initial solution from the initial state xo, the reinitialization from x~ must be unique and thus x(O+) = x'(O+).
Clearly, (U -U', x -x', y -y') satisfies (1)-(2) with initial state 0. The dissipation inequality yields x'(t)lT~[x(t) -x'(t)l I o for a11 t E (0, T ) . Since K > 0, we obtain x ( t ) = x'(t) for all t. Since B is of full column rank, this gives U = U' and y = y' almost everywhere.
0
Note that it follows that the set of regular states R is invariant under the dynamics. Indeed, the constructed solution in the proof is the only solution and lies in R for all t > 0. 5 
Conclusions
In this paper we studied linear passive complementarity systems, which describe linear electrical networks with ideal diodes. The main results of the paper show global existence and uniqueness of solutions. Moreover, it is proven that in linear electrical networks with ideal diodes only Dirac impulses occur (and not its derivatives) and that impulses can occur only at time t = 0. These properties are widely believed true in the circuit theory community, but as far as the authors are aware this paper gives the first rigorous proof of these facts. Finally, we explicitly characterized the set of initial states from which no Dirac impulses and/or state jumps occur (so-called regular states) in terms of the dual cone of the solution set of a particular linear complementarity problem. The set of regular states turned out to be invariant under the dynamics.
Current work is concerned with the analysis of a time-stepping method used for the transient simulation of switched electrical networks. Based on the rigorous foundation given here, the goal is to prove that the approximations obtained by the time-stepping method converge to the actual solution of the network model.
Needless to say, generalization to nonlinear systems is an interesting open problem. The main difficulty is the absence of a similar tool to RC P in the nonlinear context.
